Welcome, Highlights of day one.

Will Ellis, iTEC Project Manager.
Highlights of day 1

- The background to iTEC – Changing the role of teachers
- A vision for learning
- Evidence of impact
- The mainstreaming challenge – different countries, different approaches
- Working together – creating a movement, believing we can bridge the gap
Opportunities for mainstreaming

- Translation and localisation
- Bottom up vs top down (micro vs macro)
- Incentives evidence (faith?)
- School leaders – champions
- Suppliers and business development
- Train teachers for a career in teaching
- International accreditation
Lord Knight of Weymouth
Every Classroom a Future Classroom

The role of ICT suppliers in support of innovation

Will Ellis, iTEC Project Manager.
The role of ICT Suppliers in supporting innovation

- Hania Baramki, Cisco
- Guido Terni, Acer
- Peter Claxton, SMART Technologies
- Kirsten Panton, Microsoft
The role of ICT Suppliers in supporting innovation

- Suppliers have a lot of contact with schools. How can this be used to support the adoption of innovative approaches in learning as demonstrated in iTEC?
The role of ICT Suppliers in supporting innovation

- ITEC has developed training in creating a vision for ICT implementation in school. How can suppliers consider integrating this training into their own staff development?
The role of ICT Suppliers in supporting innovation

- How can ICT suppliers help ensure that effective use of ICT is sufficiently embedded in Initial Teacher Education?
The role of ICT Suppliers in supporting innovation

- How can ICT providers support innovation in assessment (21st Century Skills)?
For further information

WEB:
http://itec.eun.org

EMAIL:
itec-contact@eun.org
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